Get that pole outta here: Dealing with the utilities
May 15, 2014 - Construction Design & Engineering
Your project manager calls you the day before the start of demolition and excavation. He hasn't
succeeded in moving an ancient utility pole and its wires from the site of your new office building.
What's a developer to do?
At the last minute, not much. Utility poles and wires won't disappear overnight. But careful planning
could save you significant costs.
What to Do
* As soon as possible, determine who owns the poles and wires. Check the pole for tags or other
ownership marks. If the pole reveals no clues, contact the electric and telephone companies that
serve your area. If neither claims the pole, it's possible that whoever owns the land owns the pole
too.
* Contact the real estate or engineering departments of each utility that's using the pole. Identify the
right personnel up front and initiate the removal and relocation process without delay. Learn what
engineering the utility must perform, and what permits the utility needs, in order to meet your
project's demands. If there are multiple users of the pole, find out who will coordinate their work.
* Determine whether the pole and wires are on your property. If there is an ALTA/ACSM Land Title
Survey of the property, the answer should be plain.
* Learn whether the poles or wires are lawfully on the property. If no one can find a deed granting
the utility the right to install its poles and wires, the utility may have to move them at its expense.
(But don't celebrate if a standard 50-year title search finds no evidence of a right of way. Utilities
have been collecting easements since the late 1800s. Keep checking.)
* Question the utility's solutions, especially if the utility is asking you to pay for them. A utility recently
told one of our clients that all relocated lines would have to go underground. After we proved that
the utility's pole was unlawfully on our client's property - and that the utility would have to pay for the
work - the utility found a faster and cheaper solution.
* Insist that the utility be clear about its plans. Remain engaged with your utility contacts. Get critical
dates and other information in writing. Monitor the proposed work schedule, and follow up with
slowpokes.
* Work with local permitting boards and neighbors. Your reputation and contacts are often better
than the utility's.
* Document your costs. No one wants to sue a utility for illegitimate delays, but if it comes to that,
you'll need to prove what you did to avoid delay and how delay hurt your project
What Not To Do
* Do not attempt to demolish or remove the poles and wires on your own. Utility work can be
dangerous for you, your contractor and the public. And if you damage the utility's property, or cut
your neighbors' utilities, expect a hefty bill.

* Do not agree to pay for removal and relocation if you doubt whether the pole is lawfully on your
property. If the utility refuses to proceed without payment, and you need the pole removed
immediately, make payment subject to a reservation of your right to contest the expense later.
* Do not stand idly by if the utility delays removal. Resolve removal and relocation issues as quickly
as possible. If there is insufficient time to relocate poles permanently, ask about temporary solutions.
Under the right circumstances, wires may be moved to a temporary mast or fencing, allowing your
construction to proceed.
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